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INTRODUCING CRYSTAL SKY CAMP 
O U R  S T O R Y 

Crystal Mountain has partnered with Under Canvas to introduce Crystal Sky Camp. An award-winning leader in upscale, 
outdoor hospitality, Under Canvas has been recognized by the likes of Condé Nast Traveler and Travel + Leisure as the 

best resorts in the US and indeed, the world. 

Crystal Sky Camp is located at 6,000 feet in the shadow of Mount Rainier, nestled into Campbell Basin at the foot of 
Crystal’s legendary King, Queen and Throne peaks. It combines the picturesque and expansive beauty of the Cascades, 

with Under Canvas’ expertise and dedication to connecting guests with the outdoors.

Opening in July 2021, Crystal Sky Camp is designed for the adventure-minded seeking an untrammeled and exclusive 
outdoor experience with all the comforts of a first-class resort. Crystal Sky Camp caters to corporate retreats, large and 

small, adventure weddings, friends and family escapes and group adventures of any kind. 

We believe that nature is the best architect, family and friends and colleagues are the best entertainment, and that 
a piece of every soul is hidden somewhere…outside. If an utterly unique and exclusive adventure retreat gets your 

adrenaline going, contact us to explore the possibilities. 



LOCATION



Crystal Mountain Sky Camp is located in the shadow of Washington’s iconic Mt. Rainier.  An easy 
scenic drive from Seatac International Airport, this exclusive mountain-top retreat rests at 6,000ft 

and is accessed via two exhilarating chairlift rides. 20 safari-inspired upscale canvas tents dot a 
mountain-scape framed by Crystal’s imposing peaks, creating a natural oasis for your group or 

wedding adventure.

AN OASIS AT 6,000’

LOCATION



LOCATION



ACCOMMODATIONS



Our cabin-style Safari tents offer plush king sized beds and wood-burning stoves to keep the 
tent warm at night. A bathhouse with private stalls, including hot showers, flushing toilets, and 

sinks are conveniently located close to your tent. All tents have high speed WIFI. Our 20-tent 
campsite will accommodate groups of up to 40-50 guests. Sleeping accommodations can be 

configured to each guest’s needs, whether its adding a single cot with fresh linens to a standard 
tent or an entire tent with three twin beds. 

SAFARI-INSPIRED UPSCALE CANVAS TENTS

ACCOMMODATIONS

Key features include:
King size bed with luxurious linens
Upscale shower and bathroom facilities
Wood burning stove with complimentary firewood
Wood floors
Coat stand and bedside tables
Wool blankets
Lanterns
USB recharge stations
Butterfly sitting chairs
Folding chair and folding footstool
Area rugs



CAMP AMENITIES 



Our inherently spatially distanced tents include amenities such as daily housekeeping and fresh 
towels, plush king-size beds, luxurious linens, high speed WiFi and even a wood burning stove for 

chilly summer nights.  An expansive main lobby tent, and adjoining patios provide a communal 
space to enjoy inclusive meals inspired by the cuisine of the Pacific Northwest. 

Guests will similarly have exclusive use of Crystal’s mountain modern Campbell Basin Lodge; with 
all the comforts this implies. Underpinning all of this is each group’s dedicated Camp Concierge 

and support staff, catering to every guest’s needs, small and large. 

THE COMFORTS OF AN ALL-INCLUSIVE RESORT

CAMP AMENITIES 

Included in your booking of 40-50 guests:  
20 Safari Tents with king sized bed (2-3 person occupancy)
Exclusive Lobby Tent
Breakfast, trail-ready Lunch and Dinner as well as beverages
Exclusive use of Campbell Basin and Campbell Basin Lodge
Upscale shower and bathroom facilities
24-hour Camp Concierge & support staff
Transportation to/from base area + additional transportation for adventure activities
Camp activities and lawn games as well as indoor games
Premium welcome experience
Housekeeping and turndown service



CAMP ACTIVITIES



Indoor Activities
Classic board games for any group size and 
video games for any age, from Pacman to 

Big Buck Hunter. Video streaming included

A range of camp activities and games are included with your Crystal Sky Camp purchase. From disc 
golf to stargazing, yoga to bocce ball, there is something for everyone day and night. Build on your 

skills or discover a new passion. Or just connect with your camp mates in the pursuit of leisure in the 
warm mountain sun.

TAKE A BREAK FROM THE DAY-TO-DAY

CAMP ACTIVITIES

Campfires & S’mores
Around the communal fire, a toasty treat 

for couples, families, and groups

Stargazing
Marvel at the brightest stars in 

the clearest night skies from 
6,000 ft with Crystal Sky Camp’s 

high-powered telescope

Outdoor Activities
Giant Jenga, cornhole, volleyball, 

badminton, croquet, frisbee, yoga, bocce 
ball and disc golf



ADVENTURE ACTIVITIES



Immerse yourself in the outdoors with endless opportunities to explore. Every step leads to 
an empowering adventure. From fly-fishing to wildflower walks, there is something for every 

preference. Venture out of the ordinary and explore your curiosities with a range of activities to 
choose from and customize to your liking. Our team is here to guide and support your desires.

ADRENALINE-FUELED TO THE MORE MEDITATIVE

ADVENTURE ACTIVITIES 



Nature Walk
Foraging & Identification

Learn about the wild, natural excellence of 
the region on a professionally guided flora 

and fauna tour.

2.5hrs | Group Size 10+

Fly Fishing
Catch-and-release at a private alpine lake 

of your choosing with a local guide.

2hrs | Group Size up to 8

Guided Trek
Soak in the raw beauty of the Cascades 

on an expert guided expedition. 

3hrs | Group Size 10+

Mountain Bike
Ride across rugged terrain with a local 

guide on advanced trails. 

3 hrs | Group Size 4-8

Crystal Mountain Package
Ride up Chair 6 , Hike the ridgeline to 

Northway lift , ride Mountain bike down the 
Northway trail , shuttle  back to base area.

5hrs | 8 Max

(PRE-BOOK ONLY)

ADVANCEDINTERMEDIATEBEGINNER

ADVENTURE ACTIVITIES 
F O R  A N Y  S K I L L  L E V E L

SKY ADVENTURES

Henskin Lake Package
 Mountain bike to Henskin Lake , 

Paddleboard yoga 1hr , Snack at Henskin , 
Fly fish upper lake, 1hr ,  Mountain bike 

to base

4hrs | 10 Max

Rainier Package
 Mountain bike to base via Silver Creek 

trail , Gondola ride to mountain top , 
Snacks at Tower 16 , Hike up Powder Bowl 

via Kempers , Download  Chair 6

3.5hrs | 10 Max

Berry Patch Package
Chair 6 Ride to top ,

Ridgeline hike , Green Valley trail to Kelly’s 
Gap Road , Berry picking at “Berry Patch”, 

Upload Chinook + Queens

4hrs | Any group size

Paddleboard Yoga
Find your flow with a guided practice 

on a secluded lake. A refreshing paddle 
boarding excursion with SUP gear included.  

2hrs | Group Size up to 10

Horseback Ride
Explore the mountains from a whole new 

perspective with licensed guides.

2hrs | Customizable Group Size



IMAGINE CRYSTAL SKY CAMP



Whether you are entertaining clients, leading a corporate retreat, team building, celebrating a 
marriage, or just bringing the family together, we can help you build the ideal experience. Crystal 
Sky Camp with exclusive access to adjacent Campbell Basin Lodge provides a pallet to bring your 

adventure to life.  Work with our sales team to customize your experience.

Meeting Space and Remote Working 

Bring clients or teams to Crystal Sky Camp for mountain-top 
meetings, brainstorming or team building. Or just a comfortable 

remote work set up.  Campbell Basin Lodge can be infinitely 
customized to build a little productivity into your retreat.

Weddings

Frame your inspired mountaintop wedding in a dramatic alpine setting. 
Work with our experienced wedding planners to create an adventure 
wedding of your dreams. Treat yourself and your closest family and 

friends to an exclusive wedding adventure in the privacy and splendor 
of Crystal Sky Camp. Lodging for up to 50 people in our Safari inspired 
canvas tents, a dramatic outdoor wedding deck, bridal suite options, 
and infinitely customizable ceremony and reception opportunities. 

Social Gatherings

Go above and beyond the usual get-together with friends and 
family, sharing larger-than-life experiences in the great outdoors. 
Reunions and celebrations of all kinds are amplified by Campbell 
Basin and the surrounding areas. From kid-friendly lawn games 

to adults-only cocktail nights, there are endless opportunities to 
shape your dream gathering.

WEDDINGS, GROUP RETREATS, SOCIAL GATHERINGS

IMAGINE CRYSTAL SKY CAMP 



IMAGINE CRYSTAL SKY CAMP



CULINARY UPGRADES



When your group selects Crystal Sky Camp a high-end breakfast, lunch and dinner menu is 
included in your stay. You can also explore any number of customizable or curated additional 

menu offerings to suit any palate.  Indulge in a menu of distinctive regional fare, developed by our 
regionally inspired team. We will showcase fresh pacific northwest seafood, mountain-foraged 

ingredients, and farm-to-table practices. Speak with your salesperson about designing your 
perfect food experience.

FLAVORS OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

CULINARY UPGRADES



ADVENTURE AWAITS



P:  (360) 663-3015 
E: SKYCAMP@SKICRYSTAL.COM

CRYSTALSKYCAMP.COM

FOR ALL MEDIA INQUIRIES PLEASE REACH OUT TO
CRYSTALSKYCAMP@JPUBLICRELATIONS.COM

CONNECT WITH US




